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PAUL & SÉBASTIEN: Here we have two generations of family doctors in very different types of practice.  Sébastien Martin, a young family doctor, works in a city 
group-surgery in Lausanne, and is responsible for his own patients and emergency cases in the group’s outpatient department. Sébastien’s manner of working, 
give us an insight into tomorrow’s family medicine. Paul Affentranger, 65, a man with incredible energy, is a perfect example of the type of family doctor now 
becoming extinct. He knows all the inhabitants in his area in Entlebuch and is on call day and night. He pinpoints the serious problem of his succession. 

PAUL & SÉBASTIEN  52’ | HD | Stereo Surround | 2013 | Language: Swiss German and French | Subtitles: F/D/E

GABI & BRUNO shows a face to face of two strong characters. Aged 28, lively and enthusiastic, Gabriela Rohrer is starting to ‘wear her doctor’s white coat’. 
Very motivated, she is training to be a family doctor, while being highly critical of the system.
Bruno Krissling, 62, has been practising for 30 years as an independent doctor in a residential district in Bern. He is a calm and thoughtful man, highly 
committed to his patients. His outlook has been moulded by his long experience in a surgery, numerous writings and activities in the training of young doctors.

GABI & BRUNO  52’ | HD | Stereo Surround | 2013 | Language: Swiss German | Subtitles: F/D/E

STÉPHANE & FRANZISKA tells of life in a mountain-village practice. The Zuffereys, both doctors, are a married couple with 4 children. Together they ensure 
the medical care in the Val d’Anniviers. Their work extends from traumatology to paediatrics and includes internal medicine and mountain rescue. There are 
organisational problems too, especially in winter, when the tourist season brings a tenfold increase in population.

STÉPHANE & FRANZISKA  52’ | HD | Stereo Surround | 2013 | Language: French | Subtitles: E/D

In these documentary films we accompany six family doctors, four men and two women in their daily round and obtain an insight into the 
hidden realm of their surgeries. In town, in the country and in a mountain valley, these trilogy takes us right into the heart of the consulta-
tions and give us a close experience of the sum of their complexity. In confidence with the film maker, herself a family doctor for twenty 
years, the exponents do not only speak about the joys of their profession, but also about their hopes and fears, pinpointing the crisis the 
profession of family doctor is encountering at present. And yet they affirm their faith in the essential role played by family medicin. 
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